




SPECTRA O

SPECTRA O
Spectra O is an astounding headlamp 
that turns night into day, delivering 
an incredibly strong light output of 10 
000 lumen. The headlamp holds 8 
high power LED lights, packaged into 
a sleek, intuitive design, 
accompanied by a powerful 98 Wh 
battery. Spectra O is designed for 
night orienteering and comes with a 
set of accessories that enable you to 
get the most out of your run such as 
a remote-control kit, and a head 
mount.

ART. NO. 37913

SPECTRA A

SPECTRA A
Spectra A is an astounding headlamp 
that turns night into day, delivering 
an incredibly strong light output of 10 
000 lumen. The headlamp holds 8 
high power LED lights, packaged into 
a sleek, intuitive design, 
accompanied by a powerful 98 Wh 
battery. Spectra A is designed for 
action packed sports, with high 
speed, and where light matters. The 
Spectra A comes with a remote 
control kit, a bar mount kit, a helmet 
mount, and an extension cable.

ART. NO. 37912



TERRA SCOUT H

TERRA SCOUT H
Choose a brighter future with the 
more sustainable headlamp Terra 
Scout H made from hemp and 
recycled plastics. This lightweight 
and useful headlamp is designed for 
your everyday outdoor adventures 
and features 350 lumen, night vision 
mode, IPX5 water protection, battery 
level indicator and Hybrid 
technology with an included Silva 
hybrid battery.

ART. NO. 38169

TERRA SCOUT XT

TERRA SCOUT XT
Choose a brighter future with the 
more sustainable headlamp Terra 
Scout XT made from hemp and 
recycled plastics. This lightweight 
and useful headlamp is designed for 
your everyday outdoor adventures 
and features 350 lumen, night vision 
mode, white and red LED colors, 
IPX5 water protection, battery level 
indicator and Hybrid technology.

ART. NO. 38168



TERRA SCOUT X

TERRA SCOUT X
Choose a brighter future with the 
more sustainable headlamp Terra 
Scout X made from hemp and 
recycled plastics. This lightweight 
and useful headlamp is designed for 
your everyday outdoor adventures 
and features 300 lumen, night vision 
mode, IPX5 water protection, battery 
level indicator and Hybrid 
technology.

ART. NO. 38206



EXPLORE 4 BLUE

EXPLORE 4 BLUE
Explore 4 is a robust, fully waterproof 
headlamp - the perfect companion 
during outdoor activities both on land 
and water. It’s available in four 
different colors and runs on 3xAAA-
batteries that give you long burn 
time. Explore 4 features 400 lumen, 
IPX7 water protection, three light 
colors, flexible attachment options 
and SOS blink mode.

ART. NO. 38171

EXPLORE 4 GREY

EXPLORE 4 GREY
Explore 4 is a robust, fully waterproof 
headlamp - the perfect companion 
during outdoor activities both on land 
and water. It’s available in four 
different colors and runs on 3xAAA-
batteries that give you long burn 
time. Explore 4 features 400 lumen, 
IPX7 water protection, three light 
colors, flexible attachment options 
and SOS blink mode.

ART. NO. 38170



EXPLORE 4 RED

EXPLORE 4 RED
Explore 4 is a robust, fully waterproof 
headlamp - the perfect companion 
during outdoor activities both on land 
and water. It’s available in four 
different colors and runs on 3xAAA-
batteries that give you long burn 
time. Explore 4 features 400 lumen, 
IPX7 water protection, three light 
colors, flexible attachment options 
and SOS blink mode.

ART. NO. 38195

EXPLORE 4 GREEN

EXPLORE 4 GREEN
Explore 4 is a robust, fully waterproof 
headlamp - the perfect companion 
during outdoor activities both on land 
and water. It’s available in four 
different colors and runs on 3xAAA-
batteries that give you long burn 
time. Explore 4 features 400 lumen, 
IPX7 water protection, three light 
colors, flexible attachment options 
and SOS blink mode.

ART. NO. 38194





SPECTRA EXTENSION CABLE

SPECTRA EXTENSION 
CABLE
Freedom in a cable – the Spectra 
extension cable enables you to carry 
the battery however you like.

ART. NO. 38108

SPECTRA BAR MOUNT KIT

SPECTRA BAR MOUNT 
KIT
Use your Spectra as a headlight on 
your enduro or bike light on your 
mountain bike with Spectra bar 
mount kit. The kit consists of two 
parts: a bar mount that is attached to 
the handlebar and a battery holder 
that is attached to the bike frame.

ART. NO. 38104



SPECTRA DOUBLE BATTERY CONNECTOR

SPECTRA DOUBLE 
BATTERY CONNECTOR
Spectra double battery connector is a 
parallel adapter that runs two 
batteries as one, giving you double 
the burn time. You can keep going for 
longer without the hassle of stopping 
the activity to switch batteries.

ART. NO. 38130

STORAGE BAG

STORAGE BAG
Store your headlamp and Silva 
equipment in this protective, durable 
storage bag padded with foam with 
mesh pockets for batteries and 
accessories.

ART. NO. 38109



SPECTRA CHARGER

SPECTRA CHARGER
Powerful battery charger for Spectra 
98 Wh battery.

ART. NO. 38134

SPECTRA BATTERY 98WH

SPECTRA BATTERY 
98WH
Spectra Battery 98Wh is our most 
powerful battery and fits the Spectra 
headlamp series. It is rechargeable 
with the Spectra charger and the 
battery can be attached to the bike 
frame or handlebar with the Spectra 
Bar Mount Kit included in Spectra A. 
You can also carry it on your back in 
the Battery Harness, sold separately.

ART. NO. 38131



SPECTRA HEAD MOUNT

SPECTRA HEAD 
MOUNT
Spectra head mount is a comfortable 
headband designed to keep your 
Spectra headlamp in place during 
fast-paced activities such as 
orienteering and trail running

ART. NO. 38151

SPECTRA HELMET MOUNT

SPECTRA HELMET 
MOUNT
Spectra helmet mount is custom 
made for securely mounting your 
Spectra headlamp on to your helmet 
with either adhesive tape or 
accompanying straps.

ART. NO. 38135



SPECTRA REMOTE CONTROL KIT

SPECTRA REMOTE 
CONTROL KIT
Spectra remote control kit lets you 
control the Spectra light with a 
remote control on your handlebar or 
wrist. Boost the light effortlessly 
when in technical terrain and quickly 
dim the lights when you meet other 
people.

ART. NO. 38132

SPECTRA BATTERY HARNESS

SPECTRA BATTERY 
HARNESS
Spectra battery harness is an 
ergonomic and lightweight vest to 
carry your Spectra battery during 
fast-paced activities

ART. NO. 38107



SPECTRA GOPRO MOUNT

SPECTRA GOPRO 
MOUNT
Spectra GoPro Mount attaches your 
Spectra headlamp to your GoPro 
camera mount.

ART. NO. 38136





TERRA DRY BAG 6L

TERRA DRY BAG 6L
Terra dry bags are made of 
lightweight, durable and 100% 
recycled material. To make them as 
sustainable as possible, they feature 
recycled PET material and a design 
with less colors, reducing the 
coloring process to a minimum. The 
result is a non-dyed, rugged, 
waterproof, and high-quality dry bag 
you can rely on.

ART. NO. 38173

TERRA DRY BAG 3L

TERRA DRY BAG 3L
Terra dry bags are made of 
lightweight, durable and 100% 
recycled material. To make them as 
sustainable as possible, they feature 
recycled PET material and a design 
with less colors, reducing the 
coloring process to a minimum. The 
result is a non-dyed, rugged, 
waterproof, and high-quality dry bag 
you can rely on.

ART. NO. 38172



TERRA DRY BAG 24L

TERRA DRY BAG 24L
Terra dry bags are made of 
lightweight, durable and 100% 
recycled material. To make them as 
sustainable as possible, they feature 
recycled PET material and a design 
with less colors, reducing the 
coloring process to a minimum. The 
result is a non-dyed, rugged, 
waterproof, and high-quality dry bag 
you can rely on.

ART. NO. 38175

TERRA DRY BAG 12L

TERRA DRY BAG 12L
Terra dry bags are made of 
lightweight, durable and 100% 
recycled material. To make them as 
sustainable as possible, they feature 
recycled PET material and a design 
with less colors, reducing the 
coloring process to a minimum. The 
result is a non-dyed, rugged, 
waterproof, and high-quality dry bag 
you can rely on.

ART. NO. 38174



TERRA DRY BAG 36L

TERRA DRY BAG 36L
Terra dry bags are made of 
lightweight, durable and 100% 
recycled material. To make them as 
sustainable as possible, they feature 
recycled PET material and a design 
with less colors, reducing the 
coloring process to a minimum. The 
result is a non-dyed, rugged, 
waterproof, and high-quality dry bag 
you can rely on.

ART. NO. 38176


